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ABSTRACT16

The Compton Spectrometer and Imager (COSI) is a balloon-borne compact Compton telescope de-17

signed to survey the 0.2–5MeV sky. COSI’s energy resolution of ∼0.2% at 1.8MeV, single-photon18

reconstruction, and wide field of view make it capable of studying astrophysical nuclear lines, partic-19

ularly the 1809 keV γ-ray line from decaying Galactic 26Al. Most 26Al originates in massive stars and20

core-collapse supernova nucleosynthesis, but the path from stellar evolution models to Galaxy-wide21

emission remains unconstrained. In 2016, COSI had a successful 46-day flight on a NASA superpres-22

sure balloon. Here, we detail the first search for the 1809 keV 26Al line in the COSI 2016 balloon flight23

using a maximum likelihood analysis. We find a Galactic 26Al flux of (8.6 ± 2.5) × 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1
24

within the Inner Galaxy (|ℓ| ≤ 30◦, |b| ≤ 10◦) with 3.7σ significance above background. Within uncer-25

tainties, this flux is consistent with expectations from previous measurements by SPI and COMPTEL.26

This analysis demonstrates COSI’s powerful capabilities for studies of γ-ray lines and underscores the27

scientific potential of future compact Compton telescopes. In particular, the next iteration of COSI as28

a NASA Small Explorer satellite has recently been approved for launch in 2025.29

Keywords: Gamma-ray lines (631); Gamma-ray telescopes (634); Stellar nucleosynthesis (1616); High30

altitude balloons (738); Astronomy data modeling (1859)31

1. INTRODUCTION32

Aluminum-26 (26Al) is a radioactive isotope which33

traces the synthesis, dynamics, and incorporation of el-34

ements in the interstellar medium (ISM) of the Milky35

Way. It decays to an excited state of Magnesium-2636

(26Mg) with a half-life time of 0.715Myr. The de-37

excitation of 26Mg∗ to its ground state emits a 1809 keV38

γ-ray. 26Al lives long enough to decay into the ISM after39

it is ejected from its production sites. This allows studies40

of the stellar conditions responsible for nucleosynthesis41

and the hot phase of the ISM.42
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The High Energy Astronomy Observatory (HEAO-3)43

satellite reported the first detection of Galactic 26Al in44

1984 (Mahoney et al. 1984). In the 1990s, the Compton45

Telescope (COMPTEL) on board the Compton Gamma-46

Ray Observatory obtained the first images of 26Al emis-47

sion in the Milky Way. COMPTEL revealed the dif-48

fuse emission in the Inner Galaxy (|ℓ| ≤ 30◦, |b| ≤ 10◦)49

with a flux of 3.3×10−4 ph cm−2 s−1. Emission was also50

observed along the Galactic Plane, including the star-51

forming regions Cygnus, Carina, and Vela (Plüschke52

et al. 2001). The 1.8MeV emission was found to be53

reminiscent of the population of massive stars, particu-54

larly those which are able to sustain ionized regions in55

the ISM (Knödlseder et al. 1999; Knödlseder 1999).56
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The spectrometer SPI on board the International57

Gamma-ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL)58

satellite, launched by the European Space Agency in59

2002, first detected the 26Al line in 2006 with an In-60

ner Galaxy flux of (3.3± 0.4)× 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 (Diehl61

et al. 2006). Recent analyses of over a decade of data de-62

tect the line with 58σ significance at 1809.83± 0.04 keV63

and a full-sky flux of (1.84 ± 0.03) × 10−3 ph cm−2 s−1
64

(Pleintinger 2020). The flux from the Inner Galaxy was65

found to be (2.89 ± 0.07) × 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 (Siegert66

2017). SPI has also produced a 1.8MeV image largely67

consistent with that of COMPTEL (Bouchet et al.68

2015). A recent review of the current understanding69

of 26Al is provided by Diehl et al. (2020).70

Questions surrounding the influence of 26Al on the71

formation of young solar systems also motivate char-72

acterization of its emission. Observations of the Ophi-73

uchus complex, for example, reveal flows of 26Al origi-74

nating from young stellar environments. Studying the75

dynamics of 26Al in Ophiuchus may shed light on the76

formation of our own solar system and on the typical dy-77

namics of its emission from stellar environments (Forbes78

et al. 2021). Forbes et al. (2021) also suggest domi-79

nant emission of 26Al in Ophiuchus by numerous su-80

pernovae rather than a single, large supernova event or81

Wolf-Rayet winds, although the contributions by sev-82

eral supernovae compared to Wolf-Rayet stars remain83

subject to considerable uncertainties.84

These uncertainties, difficulties in simulating the dy-85

namics of 26Al emission, and evident disagreement be-86

tween the structure of the ISM in simulated 26Al maps87

and those from observations (Pleintinger et al. 2019) re-88

quire additional measurements. Detailed observations89

of the 1.8MeV line and its spatial morphology are90

necessary to resolve the primary sources of 26Al and91

its distribution throughout the ISM. In this work, we92

aim to establish the scientific potential of modern com-93

pact Compton telescopes in nucleosynthesis studies and94

thereby present a key proof-of-concept study for the95

Compton telescope satellite mission, COSI-SMEX, re-96

cently selected for launch as a NASA Small Explorer97

(SMEX) spacecraft in 20251 (Tomsick et al. 2021, 2019).98

Here, we use the balloon-borne precursor to COSI-99

SMEX, the Compton Spectrometer and Imager (COSI),100

a compact Compton telescope with excellent spectral101

resolution of 0.24% FWHM at 1.8MeV. Twelve high-102

purity cross-strip germanium semiconductor detectors103

(each 8 × 8 × 1.5 cm3) are arranged in a 2 × 2 × 3 ar-104

1 NASA press release: https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-
selects-gamma-ray-telescope-to-chart-milky-way-evolution

ray that measures photons between 0.2 and 5MeV. The105

photon path through the detectors is reconstructed us-106

ing the energy and three-dimensional position of each107

interaction (Boggs & Jean 2000). The incident photon108

is localized to a circle on the sky defined by the cosine of109

the first Compton scatter angle ϕ in the instrument. A110

comprehensive review of calibrations and analysis prin-111

ciples of Compton telescopes is provided in Zoglauer112

et al. (2021). Six anti-coincidence cesium iodide (CsI)113

shields surrounding the four sides and bottom of the de-114

tector array constrain the wide ∼1π sr field of view. The115

shields suppress the Earth albedo radiation by actively116

vetoing γ-rays incident from below the instrument. The117

shield veto system reduces atmospheric background lev-118

els by ∼1–2 orders of magnitude above 1750 keV. Note119

that by installing these shields for atmospheric120

background rejection, we introduce the potential121

for instrumental activation of the shield materi-122

als. This activation can create background γ-ray123

lines in the data set which are accounted for em-124

pirically in the presented analysis.125

In this work we demonstrate COSI’s ability to perform126

high-resolution spectroscopy of astrophysical nuclear127

lines through the search for Galactic 26Al at 1809 keV.128

The paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2, we sum-129

marize the COSI 2016 flight and data selections for our130

analysis. The data analysis is presented in Sect. 3. We131

illustrate our results in Sect. 4, followed by a compari-132

son of the results with simulations in Sect. 5. Finally, we133

discuss our results in Sect. 6 and summarize in Sect. 7.134

2. COSI135

2.1. The COSI 2016 Flight136

On 2016 May 17, COSI was launched as a sci-137

ence payload on a NASA ultra-long duration balloon138

from Wanaka, New Zealand. The launch site from139

New Zealand was chosen to maximize exposure of the140

Galactic Center, observations of which are important141

for COSI’s science goals to measure nuclear lines and142

electron-positron annihilation. COSI is a free-floating143

instrument always pointed at zenith and sweeps the sky144

through the Earth’s rotation during flight.145

A summary of the 46-day COSI 2016 flight is found146

in Kierans et al. (2017). Nine of COSI’s twelve detec-147

tors operated continuously throughout the flight. Two148

detectors were turned off within the first 48 hours of149

the flight and a third was turned off on 2016 June 6.150

The shut-offs were due to a well-understood high volt-151

age problem linked to passive electronic parts which was152

diagnosed and fixed after the flight (Sleator 2019). The153

nominal flight altitude was 33 km, though the balloon154

experienced altitude variations between 33 and 22 km155

https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-selects-gamma-ray-telescope-to-chart-milky-way-evolution
https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-selects-gamma-ray-telescope-to-chart-milky-way-evolution
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Region (ℓ,b) [◦]

Signal (0 ± 30, 0 ± 10)

Background Region 1 (−180 ± 80, 0 ± 90)

Background Region 2 (0 ± 30, 85 ± 5)

Background Region 3 (0 ± 30, −85 ± 5)

Table 1. The longitude, latitude (ℓ,b) pointing cuts defin-
ing the signal and background regions of the 2016 flight. The
three background pointing cuts together comprise the back-
ground region.

with the day-night cycle. Remaining at high altitude is156

preferable for balloon instruments like COSI because the157

strong background from Earth’s albedo and atmospheric158

absorption decrease with increasing altitude. Addition-159

ally, modeling the background at constant altitudes sim-160

plifies the analysis. The instrument circumnavigated the161

globe within the first 14 days of the flight and then re-162

mained largely above the South Pacific Ocean before the163

flight was safely terminated on 2016 July 2. The instru-164

ment was recovered from its landing site in Peru with165

no signs of consequential damage.166

2.2. Data selection167

We select data from the 2016 flight based on previous168

observations of 26Al and through cuts in the Compton169

Data Space (CDS, Schönfelder et al. 1993; Zoglauer et al.170

2021). The CDS is spanned by three parameters which171

specify the observed Compton scattering process as well172

as the measured changed state of the incident γ-ray: the173

Compton scattering angle (ϕ ∈ [0◦, 180◦]), and the polar174

(ψ ∈ [0◦, 180◦]) and the azimuthal (χ ∈ [-180◦, 180◦]) di-175

rection of the scattered γ-ray in Galactic coordinates.176

These three parameters describe the arrival di-177

rection of the γ-ray. The event time (UTC) and178

photon energy of each incident photon are also179

recorded. We integrate over the scattered γ-ray direc-180

tion (ψ, χ) since we are not performing imaging; these181

quantities are not relevant to the analysis described in182

this paper. We use the recorded photon energy for183

spectral analysis and use the event time to select184

data from the signal and background regions of185

the flight.186

Studies by COMPTEL and SPI show 26Al emission187

concentrated in the Inner Galaxy (|ℓ| ≤ 30◦, |b| ≤ 10◦),188

so as a conservative approach we only assume 26Al emis-189

sion in this well-constrained region and define the In-190

ner Galaxy as our signal region (see Sect. 6.2 for fur-191

ther discussion about the distribution of 26Al emission).192

The background region encloses the sky exclusive of the193

signal region. Thus, we partition the signal and back-194

ground region data by the times during which COSI’s195

zenith pointing fell inside the respective regions.196

Figure 1. The COSI 2016 signal and background regions
(Table 1) displayed over the SPI 26Al image (Bouchet et al.
2015). The signal region is defined by the Inner Galaxy
(black rectangular outline) and the surrounding hatched
green shading maps the effective broadening of this region by
the maximum Compton scattering angle ϕmax = 35◦. The
remaining gray and hatched gray shadings map the back-
ground region and its effective 35◦ broadening, respectively.
There is no overlap between the broadened signal and back-
ground regions.

The Compton scattering angle effectively197

broadens the observation region; a zero-degree198

Compton scattering angle points back at the199

source location in image space, and an increase200

in the accepted Compton scattering angle will201

broaden this image space region by the same an-202

gle in the CDS.203

We therefore expect photons from a region extending204

beyond the Inner Galaxy out to a maximum Compton205

scattering angle ϕmax to contribute to the signal spec-206

trum. To prevent overlap between the signal and back-207

ground regions, the pointing cuts for the background208

region are chosen such that the ϕmax extensions be-209

yond the borders of the signal and background regions210

fall tangential to each other (see Figure 1 and Table 1).211

We use an optimization procedure (AppendixB) to de-212

fine ϕmax = 35◦, which yields an acceptable signal-to-213

noise ratio and preserves a fraction of the sky outside of214

the signal region large enough for sufficient background215

statistics. A minimum ϕmin = 10◦ removes more atmo-216

spheric background (Ling 1975) than 26Al signal events.217

Thus, we apply a cut in the CDS on the Compton218

scattering angle ϕ as an optimized event selection219

which aims to reduce the background in the se-220

lected data. The signal and background regions are221

superimposed on the SPI 1.8MeV image in Figure 1.222

We choose Compton events with initial energy 1750–223

1850 keV and incident angle ≤ 90◦ from COSI’s zenith.224

This restriction in incident angle, called the “Earth Hori-225

zon Cut,” reduces the dominant albedo background.226
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The number of allowed Compton scatters ranges from227

two to seven, the minimum distance between the first228

two interactions is 0.5 cm, and that between any sub-229

sequent interactions is 0.3 cm. The minimum number230

of Compton scatters is required for reconstruction of231

Compton events; events with greater than seven scatters232

are likely to be pair-production events, which cannot be233

reconstructed (Boggs & Jean 2000). Imposing the min-234

imum distances between interactions improves COSI’s235

angular resolution.236

Observations in the signal region are limited to bal-237

loon altitudes of at least 33 km to mitigate worsening238

atmospheric background and attenuation with decreas-239

ing balloon altitude. The only times disregarded in the240

background region are those before the balloon reached241

float altitude and those with high shield rates; this pre-242

serves more statistics for improved determination of the243

spectral shape of the background, which is not expected244

to change with altitude. These event selections (Table 2)245

result in a total observation time in the signal region246

of TSR ≈ 156 ks and that in the background region of247

TBR ≈ 1356 ks. Given the three detector shut-offs, data248

from and simulations of the flight prior to 2016 June 6249

are processed with a 10-detector mass model and after-250

wards with a 9-detector mass model.251

A full spectrum of the flight containing events which252

pass the signal and background region event selections253

is shown in Figure 2. The spectra are normalized by254

the observation time in each region. The bottom panel255

is the difference of the background and signal region256

spectra and the result is smoothed with a Gaussian fil-257

ter of width σ = 5keV for clarity. In addition to the258

strong 511 keV line and a general continuum, a peak259

near 1809 keV is visible.260

3. DATA ANALYSIS261

We model COSI data, d, as a linear combination of a262

sky model, s, and a background model, b, with unknown263

amplitudes α and β, respectively. The data are binned264

in 1-keV bins, i, spanning 1750 to 1850 keV, such that265

the model reads266

mi = αsi + βbi. (1)267

The following sections describe model templates s and268

b in detail. Photon counting is a Poisson process and269

the likelihood that data d is produced by a model m is270

given by the Poisson distribution271

L(d|m) =

N∏
i=1

mdi
i e

−mi

di!
, (2)272

where N = 100 energy bins. We fit for the scaling fac-273

tors α and β in the signal region data di by minimizing274

the Cash statistic (Cash 1979), which is the negative275

logarithm of the likelihood in Eq. (2), agnostic to model-276

independent terms:277

C(d|m) := −
N∑
i=1

[mi − diln(mi)]. (3)278

The measured data from the signal and background re-279

gions are shown in Figure 3.280

3.1. Sky model281

In order to construct an absolute spectral response,282

we simulate multiple potential realizations of the COSI283

2016 measurements using the far-infrared Diffuse In-284

frared Background Experiment (DIRBE) 240µm map285

(Hauser et al. 1998) as an image template. We find that286

the expected number of photons from the signal region287

between 1750 and 1850 keV is about 41. We therefore288

generate 50 simulations to obtain sufficient statistics for289

a smooth sky model spectrum. The flux in this band-290

pass is heavily dominated by 26Al emission (∼95%) and291

we expect only a ∼5% contribution from the Galactic292

continuum (Wang et al. 2020).293

We use the DIRBE 240µm image because it is a good294

tracer of Galactic 26Al emission that has been measured295

by COMPTEL and SPI (Knödlseder et al. 1999; Bouchet296

et al. 2015). It also does not exhibit the weak artifacts297

of emission found in the SPI and COMPTEL 1.8MeV298

maps which are not easily distinguishable from true 26Al299

emission (see Bouchet et al. 2015; Plüschke et al. 2001).300

Furthermore, with the DIRBE 240µm image we can301

probe structures of emission finer than those granted302

by the 3◦ resolutions of the SPI and COMPTEL maps.303

The Inner Galaxy flux of the DIRBE 240µm image is304

normalized to the COMPTEL 26Al Inner Galaxy flux of305

3.3 × 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1. The total flux in the image is306

1.2 × 10−3 ph cm−2 s−1. The simulated photopeak en-307

ergy is chosen as the laboratory energy of 1808.72 keV.308

Each of the 50 realizations is simulated in two parts, the309

first with a 10-detector mass model and the second with310

a 9-detector mass model, to ensure consistency with the311

measurements. The transmission probability of γ-rays312

through the atmosphere is assumed to be constant at313

the selected flight altitude of 33 km.314

Figure 4 shows the energy spectrum of events simu-315

lated over 50 realizations of the DIRBE 240µm map316

which pass the event selections described in Sect. 2.2.317

This spectrum defines the sky model. The tailing above318

1809 keV is possibly a consequence of increased cross-319

talk between strips at high energies, which artificially320

enhances the recorded energy of an event, and com-321

plications in event reconstruction at high energies. In322
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Parameter Permitted values

Altitude in signal, background regions ≥ 33 km, all

Energy 1750−1850 keV

Compton scattering angle ϕ 10◦−35◦

Number of Compton scatters 2−7

Minimum distance between the first two (any) interactions 0.5 (0.3) cm

Earth Horizon Cut Accept only events originating above the Earth’s horizon

Table 2. Event selections on flight data in the signal and background regions. The resulting observation time in the signal
region is 156 ks and that in the background region is 1356 ks.
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Figure 2. Top: Full COSI 2016 flight spectrum of events which pass the signal and background region event selections. Bottom:
Background-subtracted spectrum smoothed by a Gaussian filter of width σ = 5keV. Error bars are

√
counts.

particular, 17% of events at 511 keV and 28% of events323

at 1275 keV cannot be accurately reconstructed (Sleator324

2019). Applying this same reconstruction check to325

26Al all-sky simulation reveals that ∼ 30% of events at326

1809 keV are too complicated to reconstruct. However,327

this complication does not prohibit 26Al analysis of real328

flight data because COSI’s complete spectral response is329

generated using the same reconstruction algorithm. The330

complication is thus represented in the sky model and331

simulations.332

3.2. Background model333

As a data-driven approach to background modeling334

which draws upon the expectation that 26Al emission is335

concentrated in the Inner Galaxy, we infer a background336

model from high latitudes. Recent discussion in the lit-337

erature about high-latitude emission of 26Al (Pleintinger338

et al. 2019; Rodgers-Lee et al. 2019) competes with339

this assumption of concentrated Inner Galactic emission.340

However, high-latitude emission of 26Al remains uncon-341

strained against the well-established emission from the342

Inner Galaxy. Additionally, if the high-latitude emission343

is of extragalactic origin, then it will also be present be-344

hind the Inner Galaxy. In that case it is necessary to345

account for it as background in a measurement of the346

Inner Galaxy. Thus, we proceed with our expectation347

of dominant Inner Galactic emission. Regions outside348

the Inner Galaxy remain valid contributors to our esti-349
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Figure 3. COSI 2016 flight spectra in the signal and back-
ground regions.

Figure 4. The spectral sky model defined by COSI’s re-
sponse to the DIRBE 240µm map (inset image) over 50 2016
flights.

mation of the background spectrum. Systematic uncer-350

tainties from this assumption are discussed in Sect. 6.2.351

We probe the underlying shape of the background352

spectrum in Figure 3 with an empirical fit to data in the353

background region. For enhanced statistics, these data354

are considered with minimal event selections compared355

to those outlined in Sect. 2.2, limited only to Compton356

events of incident energy 1750–1850 keV and Compton357

scattering angles ϕ ≤ 90◦. We use a power law plus358

Nℓ = 3 Gaussian-shaped lines to provide a smooth de-359

scription of and evaluate uncertainties in the measured360

background:361

b(E) = C0

(
E

Ec

)γ

+
3∑

l=1

Al√
2πσl

exp

(
−1

2

(
E − El

σl

)2
)
.

(4)362

The first term of Eq. (4) describes the continuum emis-363

sion from atmospheric background with a power law of364

amplitude C0, pivotal energy Ec = 1.8MeV, and index365

γ. The three Gaussian-shaped lines ℓ are parameterized366

by their rates Al, centroids El, and widths σl.367

The fit of Eq. (4) to the background spectrum is shown368

in Figure 5 and the fitted parameters are listed in Ta-369

bleA.1 of Appendix A. The Gaussian-shaped lines are370

due to excitation of materials in the instrument pay-371

load which decay on the timescale of the flight. The372

exact origins of these instrumental lines are uncertain373

but appear in various other experiments with simi-374

lar instrument materials (Mahoney et al. 1984; Malet375

et al. 1991; Naya et al. 1997; Ayre et al. 1984; Boggs376

& Jean 2000; Weidenspointner et al. 2003). The line377

near 1764 keV is commonly identified as the decay of378

natural 238U. The 1779 keV line is likely from the379

neutron capture process 27Al(n, γ)28Al followed by the380

1779 keV γ-ray emission from 28Al(β−)28Si. The line381

near 1808 keV is likely a blend of activation lines, for382

example 27Al(n, np)26Mg∗ and 26Na(β−)26Mg∗ which383

then de-excite to 26Mg. The decay of 56Mn(β−)56Fe∗,384

which produces a line at 1810.9 keV of similar intensity385

to the signal 1808.7 keV line in the background spectrum386

of SPI (Weidenspointner et al. 2003), could also con-387

tribute to the blend. The empirical approach to mod-388

eling the background attempts to capture these lines,389

whose centroids differ by less than the instrumental en-390

ergy resolution. The spectral shapes and uncertainties391

of the fit shown in Figure 5 are then included as normal392

priors to the simultaneous fit of the background and sig-393

nal regions, discussed in the next section.394
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Total fit
Gaussian 1 centroid = 1763.8 ± 0.8 keV
Gaussian 2 centroid = 1779.2 ± 0.6 keV
Gaussian 3 centroid = 1808.0 ± 1.0 keV
Power law exponent = -5.8 ± 0.3
BG region flight data

Figure 5. Empirical fit to COSI flight data in the back-
ground region, with minimal event selections, which provides
a smooth description of the background template shape. The
fitted parameters are listed in TableA.1 of Appendix A.

3.3. Propagating background uncertainties in a joint fit395
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Figure 6. Posterior distributions of the sky amplitude α
and background amplitude β in the COSI 2016 signal re-
gion. The green and black lines indicate the median α and
β, respectively.

We mitigate the potential for bias introduced by the396

noisy background spectrum in Figure 3 by including the397

spectral features of the fit to the minimally-constrained398

background spectrum (Figure 5) in a subsequent, simul-399

taneous fit of the sky and background models. We do400

not expect the spectral shape of the background to vary401

significantly during the 46-day flight and allow the com-402

plete background model b(E) to vary only within the403

uncertainties of the parameters from the background re-404

gion fit (Sect. 3.2). The continuum slope and amplitude405

are left variable to account for possible continuum emis-406

sion in the signal region. Therefore, this procedure only407

detects γ-ray lines and suppresses any instrumental as408

well as celestial continuum contribution. We note that409

the extended Galactic Plane continuum emission from410

Inverse Compton scattering might readily be visible with411

COSI (see continuum emission in Figure 2) in a separate412

analysis which does not suppress the continuum as back-413

ground. Thus, by using Eq. (1), we optimize for α and β414

accounting for the 11 known but uncertain background415

parameters. The only constraint (prior) for α and β is416

to be positive definite. The likelihood, Eq. (2), is there-417

fore used to construct a joint posterior distribution by418

including the uncertainties in TableA.1 as normal pri-419

ors. We use emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) to es-420

timate the posterior distribution by Monte Carlo sam-421

pling. The final fit values of the continuum are C0 =422

(1.13 ± 0.02) × 10−3 cnts s−1 keV−1 and γ = −4.1 ±423

0.6. This is considerably different from the background-424

only region, suggesting that the celestial continuum is425

absorbed in the background model fit and that COSI426

can readily measure the extended Galactic Plane con-427

tinuum. The latter is beyond the scope of this paper.428

As a check of consistency, we compare the amplitudes429

of the three Gaussian-shaped lines in the empirical fit430

to the background region data (Figure 5, TableA.1) and431

the amplitudes returned by this simultaneous fit to the432

signal region data in Figure 3. We call the ∼1764 keV,433

∼1779 keV, and ∼1808 keV peak amplitudes A1, A2,434

and A3, respectively, per the notation in TableA.1. Nor-435

malizing all amplitudes to A1, we find amplitude ratios436

in the empirical background fit of A1/A1 ∼ 1.0 ± 0.4,437

A2/A1 ∼ 2.6 ± 0.4, and A3/A1 ∼ 3.3 ± 0.3. Those438

in the simultaneous fit are A1/A1 ∼ 1.0 ± 0.4, A2/A1439

∼ 2.2 ± 0.5, and A3/A1 ∼ 2.4 ± 0.5. The ratios are440

consistent within 1σ uncertainties.441

4. RESULTS442

4.1. Signal region443

We find an expected dominance of background with444

best-fit values of α = 1.1± 0.3 and β = 28.1± 0.6 (Fig-445

ure 6). Amplitudes α and β represent the number of446

photons per keV emitted by the sky and background,447

respectively. An α value consistent with zero would im-448

ply that the signal region data are entirely explained449

by the background model only. Hence, from α we de-450

rive a signal-to-noise ratio, as estimated by the best-fit451

amplitude compared to its uncertainty, of 1.1/0.3 ∼ 3.7.452

A maximum likelihood ratio calculation (Li & Ma453

1983) formalizes the significance of the measurement454

above background. This ratio λ is defined as455

λ = lnL(D|α, β)− lnL(D|α = 0, β), (5)456

where L(D|α, β) is the likelihood of the simultaneous fit457

including non-zero sky and background model contribu-458

tions. The second term, L(D|α = 0, β), is the likelihood459

that the signal region data are explained solely by the460

background (the null hypothesis). The significance σ of461

the measurement above background is then calculated462

as the square-root of the test statistic TS = 2λ, such463

that464

σ =
√
TS =

√
2λ. (6)465

This calculation yields a 3.7σ significance above back-466

ground of the 1809 keV 26Al peak in COSI 2016467

flight data. Multiplying the measured rate of 6.8 ×468

10−4 cnts s−1 between 1750 and 1850 keV by the expo-469

sure time TSR gives ∼106 26Al photons. The background470

rate of 3.0 × 10−4 cnts s−1 between 1803 and 1817 keV471

gives ∼407 background photons.472

The background-subtracted spectrum is provided in473

Figure 7. Note that the count rates near the prominent474
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background lines at 1764 and 1779 keV (Figure 5) are475

consistent with zero. This is validation of our back-476

ground handling method.477
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Figure 7. Background-subtracted spectrum from the COSI
2016 flight. The 1σ contours of the sky models when we fit
for line shift (∆E = 2.5 ± 1.8 keV) and combined shift and
broadening (∆E = 2.9 ± 1.4 keV, intrinsic sky broadening
< 9.7 keV (2σ upper limit)) are also shown.

4.2. Line parameters478

A summary of line parameters from the COSI 2016479

flight is provided in Table 3. We use the ratio of fit-480

ted 26Al counts in the signal region to the number of481

26Al counts expected from DIRBE 240µm all-sky sim-482

ulations to calculate COSI’s measured 26Al flux. The483

ratio between the fitted flight and simulated counts is484

∼ 2.6.485

Using atmospheric transmission data from486

NRLMSISE-00 (Center 2021), we find that the response487

of COSI near 1.8MeV at 33 km altitude exhibits a sharp488

decrease in the number of photons beyond a zenith an-489

gle of 35–40◦ (Figure 8). As such, we expect COSI to be490

sensitive to photons out to ∼35◦ beyond the specified491

Inner Galaxy pointing cut. We also defined the max-492

imum Compton scattering angle as 35◦ (AppendixB).493

Assuming that the true flux follows the DIRBE 240µm494

image, we report a measured COSI 2016 26Al flux of495

(1.70 ± 0.49) × 10−3 ph cm−2 s−1 in this broadened re-496

gion |ℓ| ≤ 65◦, |b| ≤ 45◦. The COSI 2016 measurement497

of flux from the Inner Galaxy (|ℓ| ≤ 30◦, |b| ≤ 10◦) is498

(8.6± 2.5)× 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1.499

Next, we fit for a shift in the line centroid from the500

26Al laboratory energy of 1808.72 keV to probe dynam-501

ics of the emission. Kretschmer et al. (2013) measure502

a maximum shift of ∼ 300 km s−1, corresponding to503

∼1.8 keV at 1809 keV. Including systematic uncertain-504
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Figure 8. Zenith response of COSI to 2MeV photons at
a flight altitude of 33 km, indicating strongest sensitivity to
photons originating from within ≤ 35–40◦.

ties from instrument calibrations, the line shift could be505

at most 3 keV, or ∼500 km s−1. To estimate the line cen-506

troid in the flight data, we assume that the spectral re-507

sponse within our 1750–1850 keV energy window is con-508

stant. We use a spline interpolation of the sky model509

template and invoke a scale parameter ∆E that shifts510

the total spectrum along the energy axis. Since at small511

velocities the Doppler shift is proportional to the differ-512

ence in centroid energy, ∆E provides a direct measure513

of the line shift. By including ∆E as a free parameter514

in our model, we find a shift of ∆E = 2.5± 1.8 keV for515

a centroid energy of Esky = 1811.2± 1.8 keV, and a line516

flux in the Inner Galaxy of (8.8±2.5)×10−4 ph cm−2 s−1.517

The 1σ contour of this shifted sky model is plotted over518

the background-subtracted spectrum in Figure 7.519

We also include a free parameter to estimate the520

broadening of the line. Fitting for both the line shift521

and broadening, we obtain a shift of ∆E = 2.9±1.4 keV522

and a 2σ upper limit on the intrinsic sky broadening of523

9.7 keV. The 2σ upper limit on the turbulent velocity524

of the 26Al ejecta is ∼ 2800 km s−1. The fit of the to-525

tal model to the data, with the shifted and broadened526

sky model, is shown in Figure 9. The 1σ contour of this527

shifted and broadened sky model is also shown in Fig-528

ure 7 and the line flux is enhanced by ∼ 30%.529

4.3. Method validation530

We repeat the flight data analysis under a variety of531

assumptions in order to validate the method and de-532

fine systematic uncertainties (Sect. 4.3.7). Sect. 4.3.1533

tests the method with the COMPTEL 1.8MeV and SPI534

1.8MeV images as template maps. The subsequent tests535

use the DIRBE 240µm image.536
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Figure 9. Top: Summed (Sky+BG) and individual sky and
background models plotted over the flight signal region spec-
trum. The sky model shown here includes the fitted energy
shift and broadening parameters. The medians of the models
are shown as solid lines with their 1σ and 2σ uncertainties
as shaded contours. Bottom: Normalized residuals of the fit.

Line parameter Value

Measurement significance 3.7σ

Inner Galaxy flux (8.6 ± 2.5) × 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1

Centroid 1811.2 ± 1.8 keV

Intrinsic sky broadening (2σ) < 9.7 keV

Turbulent velocity (2σ) < 2800 km s−1

Table 3. 26Al line parameters from the COSI 2016 flight.
The chosen template map is the DIRBE 240µm image and
the quoted uncertainties are statistical.

4.3.1. Different template maps537

Using the COMPTEL 1.8MeV image as a template538

map instead of the DIRBE 240µm image yields an In-539

ner Galaxy flux of (6.6 ± 1.9) × 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 with540

3.6σ significance. Using the SPI 1.8MeV image gives541

(7.3 ± 2.1) × 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 with 3.7σ significance.542

The COSI 2016 Inner Galaxy flux values across template543

maps are therefore consistent with each other within un-544

certainties.545

4.3.2. Signal region altitude546

As a check on the consistency of our maximum-547

likelihood framework, we repeat the analysis considering548

flight data in the signal region from decreasing minimum549

altitudes. We observe an expected decrease in measure-550

ment significance as atmospheric background and ab-551

sorption increase (black points in Figure 10). To esti-552

mate a spread in the significance, we generate simulated553

data sets by drawing 25 Poisson samples from the signal554

region flight spectrum at each altitude. These simulated555

realizations of the real data contain different numbers of556

photons, resulting in significance values with some scat-557

ter. The mean and standard deviation of these 25 scat-558

tered significance values per altitude define the gray 1σ559

contour in Figure 10. The severity of background con-560

tamination at balloon altitudes is especially clear, given561

that the observation time gained by permitting lower562

altitude observations cannot compensate for the wors-563

ening background environment.564
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Figure 10. Significance above background of the 26Al mea-
surement as a function of minimum flight altitude. Black
points: significance from flight data. Gray contour: 1σ un-
certainties from 25 Poisson samples of the flight data signal
region spectrum. Red points: signal region observation time
from flight data.

We also record the Inner Galaxy flux for each min-565

imum altitude, corresponding to each black point in566

Figure 10. The minimum flux is (6.8 ± 2.9) ×567

10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 at a minimum altitude of 30 km and568

the maximum is the (8.6 ± 2.5) × 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1
569

measurement at a minimum altitude of 33 km in the570

signal region. The flux values therefore range from (3.9–571

11.1) × 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1.572

4.3.3. Background region altitude573

To conform with the event selections of the signal re-574

gion, we apply a 33 km minimum altitude cut in the575

background region and repeat the analysis. We measure576

26Al with 3.6σ significance above background and find577

an Inner Galaxy flux of (8.3 ± 2.5) × 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1.578

This is consistent with the originally presented results.579

4.3.4. Separate 10-, 9-detector portions580
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We separate the data from the first half (10-detector581

portion) and second half (9-detector portion) of the582

flight and repeat the analysis procedure on each sub-583

set. Using only 10-detector data, we measure 26Al with584

2.3σ significance above background and find an Inner585

Galaxy flux of (6.8 ± 3.0) × 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1. Us-586

ing only 9-detector data, we find 2.0σ significance above587

background and an Inner Galaxy flux of (8.1 ± 4.1) ×588

10−4 ph cm−2 s−1. Within uncertainties, these results589

are consistent with those of the combined data set. The590

significance of the measurement in the first part of the591

flight is slightly greater than that in the second part of592

the flight because COSI had more exposure to the sig-593

nal region in the former. Thus, despite the lower back-594

ground during the second part of the flight, we see a595

stronger signal in the higher background conditions of596

the first half. Combining the data from both parts of597

the flight gives the strongest signal.598

4.3.5. Rigidity599

In Figures 2 and 3, we are agnostic to changes in geo-600

magnetic rigidity over the course of the flight. Although601

the final fit to the flight data accounts for variations in602

the continuum spectra with changing rigidity, here we603

manually consider different rigidity regions.604

Rigidity R and latitude from Earth’s magnetic equa-605

tor λ are related by R = 14.5cos4(λ)/r2 (Smart & Shea606

2005) for distance from Earth’s dipole center r, regarded607

here as a constant. As such, to account for rigidity we608

bin the signal region and background region flight data,609

each divided between the 10- and 9-detector portions of610

the flight, into four latitude bins (Figure 11). We gener-611

ate four energy spectra, each corresponding to one lati-612

tude bin, in the signal and background regions’ 10- and613

9-detector parts of the flight, i.e. 16 spectra total. We614

then re-weight the photon counts in the eight latitude615

spectra of the background region by the fraction of time616

COSI observed in the corresponding latitudes of the sig-617

nal region (Figure 11). After weighting, the four latitude618

spectra in each of the signal and background data sets619

are summed to form one energy spectrum, integrated620

over latitude, and combined over the 10- and 9-detector621

parts of the flight. Both spectra are normalized by the622

observation time in each region.623

The subtracted spectrum of the signal and weighted624

background region data is shown in Figure 12. After625

weighting by latitude (and thus rigidity), the 1809 keV626

signature of 26Al is clearly visible. Some of the line627

features in the full flight spectrum (Figure 2) disappear628

and the continuum is more suppressed. In particular,629

the ∼847 keV line seen in Figure 2 is no longer visible.630

We fit the spectrum to estimate the count rates of the631

remaining lines (Table 4); those of instrumental origin632

are interpreted as systematic uncertainties in the anal-633

ysis. The 511 keV significance is smaller than that of634

1809 keV because the analysis is optimized to identify635

the 1809 keV line. Overall, the instrumental lines at636

662 keV, 847 keV, and 2223 keV are insignificant com-637

pared to 511 keV and 1809 keV.638
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Figure 11. COSI 2016 flight data in the signal and back-
ground regions from the 10- and 9-detector portions of the
flight, binned by Earth latitude. The area under each distri-
bution is normalized to 1.
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Figure 12. Background-subtracted COSI 2016 spectrum of
the signal and background regions after weighting the flight
data by latitude, i.e. geomagnetic rigidity. Error bars are√
counts.

After weighting by rigidity, we measure the 26Al signal639

with 3.9σ and find an Inner Galaxy flux of (10.7 ± 3.0)640

× 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1. This is consistent with previous641

iterations of the analysis.642

4.3.6. Broader energy range643

To demonstrate that our method can accommodate644

the continuum background independent of line emis-645

sion, we expand the energy range of the analysis to646
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Line energy Integrated count rate Significance

[keV] [10−4 cnts s−1]

511 32 ± 11 2.9σ

662 48 ± 42 1.1σ

847 1.4 ± 5.8 0.2σ

1809 8.3 ± 2.1 4.0σ

2223 2.0 ± 1.2 1.7σ

Table 4. Line rates and uncertainties after the rigidity-
weighted subtraction.

1650–1950 keV. We simulate the sky model over this new647

energy range as described in Sect. 3.1 and empirically648

fit the new background region spectrum with a power649

law and five Gaussian-shaped lines. We simultaneously650

fit these new models to the signal region data between651

1650–1950 keV and measure the 26Al signal with 4.1σ652

significance and an Inner Galaxy flux of (8.9 ± 2.4) ×653

10−4 ph cm−2 s−1. The slightly higher significance may654

indicate that by expanding the energy range, we are able655

to more strongly constrain the continuum in favor of the656

line signal. The consistency with the results in Sects. 4.1657

and 4.2 is affirmation of our method.658

4.3.7. Systematic uncertainties in flight data analysis659

The results from the previous tests of method val-660

idation are summarized in Table 5. All Inner Galaxy661

flux values are consistent with each other within662

1σ uncertainties. They range from (3.8–13.7) ×663

10−4 ph cm−2 s−1, placing a ∼57% systematic uncer-664

tainty on the (8.6 ± 2.5) × 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 measure-665

ment reported in Sect. 4.2. Instrumental lines of less666

than 2σ significance (Table 4) indicate that the instru-667

mental background is noticeably, if imperfectly, sup-668

pressed compared to lines of interest. Additional con-669

siderations of systematic uncertainties are derived from670

simulations in Sect. 5 and a cumulative discussion of671

these uncertainties is presented in Sect. 6.2.672

5. VALIDATING THE METHOD WITH673

SIMULATIONS674

To further validate our method and results, the analy-675

sis outlined above is repeated on purely simulated data676

sets using four different template maps to model the677

26Al signal: DIRBE 240µm, SPI 1.8MeV, COMPTEL678

1.8MeV, and ROSAT 0.25 keV (Snowden et al. 1997).679

The latter is included as a map which traces high-680

latitude rather than Galactic Plane emission, and serves681

as a test of the sensitivity of our method. We develop682

a simulated background model (Sect. 5.2) and simulate683

COSI 2016 flights at different flux levels above this same684

background. We cross-check our results with statistical685

Test Measurement Inner Galaxy flux

significance [10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 ]

COMPTEL 1.8MeV 3.6σ 6.6 ± 1.9

SPI 1.8MeV 3.7σ 7.3 ± 2.1

M.A. Signal 2.4–3.6σ 3.9–11.1

M.A. Background 3.7σ 8.3 ± 2.5

Only 10-det. data 2.3σ 6.8 ± 3.0

Only 9-det. data 2.0σ 8.1 ± 4.1

Rigidity 3.9σ 10.7 ± 3.0

1650–1950 keV 4.1σ 8.9 ± 2.4

Table 5. Summary of flight data results from various tests
of method validation (Sect. 4.3). “M.A. Signal:” Minimum
27–33 km altitudes in the signal region. “M.A. Background:”
Minimum 33 km altitude in the background region.

expectations (Sect. 5.4). Finally, in Sect. 5.5, we per-686

form an analysis on a data set comprised entirely of687

background as a measure of systematic uncertainty and688

validation of the real signal significance.689
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Figure 13. Combined simulations of one 2016 flight over
the DIRBE 240µm template image, instrumental activation
background, and photonic background in signal and back-
ground regions, similar to Figure 3.

5.1. Simulated data sets690

The simulations of the template maps are conducted691

assuming a constant transmission probability of ∼692

69.5% at zenith (Figure 8), corresponding to a flight al-693

titude of 33 km. The 10- and 9-detector portions of the694

flight are simulated separately with appropriate mass695

models. These simulations are run using MEGAlib’s696

(Zoglauer et al. 2006) simulation tool called cosima,697

which is based on Geant4 (Allison et al. 2006, 2016;698

Agostinelli et al. 2003). The template map simulations699

are combined with a cosima simulation of instrumental700

activation over 46 days of cosmic-ray and atmospheric701
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particle irradiation (Zoglauer et al. 2008) and a photonic702

background model to account for the Earth albedo (Ling703

1975). We scale the level of our background simulations704

to the best possible match with our flight observations.705

We maintain the spectral shape of the simulated back-706

ground. The activation and photonic simulations to-707

gether comprise the total simulated background and are708

discussed in more detail in Appendices C.1 and C.2. We709

apply the same pointing cuts and event selections from710

the flight data (Tables 1 and 2) to the combined signal711

and background simulated data sets. This yields rep-712

resentative realizations of the COSI 2016 flight in the713

signal and background regions with a response to differ-714

ent 26Al tracers.715

5.2. Complete flight simulation716

The simulated spectra in the signal and background717

regions of the DIRBE 240µm template image are shown718

in Figure 13. These simulated spectra are similar to the719

flight spectra in Figure 3, suggesting a sufficiently ac-720

curate description of the data. The background model721

is informed by applying minimal event selections to the722

combined activation and photonic simulations and fit-723

ting them with a power law and three Gaussian-shaped724

lines, Eq. (4). This procedure is analogous to that with725

real flight data in Sect. 3.2. The simulated spectrum and726

fit parameters are shown in FigureA.1 and TableA.2.727

The largest differences in the simulated background728

spectrum are the count rates of the 1764 and 1779 keV729

lines: While in the flight data, the 1764 keV is promi-730

nently seen, the activation simulation appears to show731

no 1764 keV line at all. This may be expected, how-732

ever, because it is likely a line originating from the nat-733

ural 238U decay series, i.e. it is not due to local ac-734

tivation by cosmic-rays (AppendixC.1). The simulated735

1779 keV line appears as a blend of two lines at 1778 and736

1784 keV. The slope of the background continuum is less737

steep around 1.8MeV with γsim ∼ −3.7 compared to738

γflight ∼ −5.8. These differences motivate our empirical739

approach in the analysis of real flight data and under-740

score the difficulty of modeling the MeV background in741

a balloon environment. As with the real flight data, the742

fitted spectral parameters of the simulated background743

and its uncertainties are fed as normal priors to a si-744

multaneous fit of the sky and background models to the745

simulated signal region data.746

The best-fit sky amplitude α = 0.7±0.3 and the back-747

ground amplitude β = 28.7 ± 0.6. The signal-to-noise748

ratio is 0.7/0.3 ∼ 2.3. We note that this is less than the749

measured signal-to-noise ratio of ∼ 3.7 in the real flight750

data. We calculate a 2.8σ significance over the back-751

ground compared to 3.7σ significance in the flight data.752
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Figure 14. Summed (Sky+BG) and individual sky and
background models plotted over the signal region spectrum
in the complete flight simulation, similar to Figure 9. En-
ergy shift and broadening parameters are not considered in
this figure, as we do not expect these astrophysical effects in
simulated data.

The simulated signal rate between 1750 and 1850 keV753

is 4.5 × 10−4 cnts s−1, corresponding to ∼ 70 26Al pho-754

tons. The simulated background region rate between755

1803 and 1817 keV is 2.9× 10−4 cnts s−1, corresponding756

to ∼ 392 background photons. Comparing to the real757

flight data, the simulated and flight background counts758

are comparable and the simulated sky photons are lower759

by a factor of ∼ 1.5. This difference suggests a system-760

atic uncertainty in the absolute calibration of COSI’s761

effective area (see Sect. 6.2).762

We plot the fitted total, sky, and background mod-763

els for this simulation in Figure 14. The background-764

subtracted spectrum is shown in Figure 15. The esti-765

mated 26Al Inner Galaxy flux from this simulated data766

set is (2.4± 1.0)× 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1. Within uncertain-767

ties, this flux appears to be about 1.8 times smaller than768

that of the flight data. We also see a similar factor in769

the significance estimate, again suggesting a systematic770

offset.771

As with the flight data (Sect. 4.2), we fit for an en-772

ergy shift in the line. We expect ∆E to be consistent773

with zero because the simulated data do not include774

the intrinsic broadening of the sky seen in real flight775

data. Indeed we find a shift of ∆E = −0.2 ± 2.2 keV776

and the Inner Galaxy flux is unchanged. Including free777

parameters for shifting and broadening gives a shift of778

∆E = 1.5 ± 1.7 keV and a 2σ upper limit on the in-779

trinsic sky broadening of 13.7 keV. The 1σ contours of780
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these shifted and broadened sky models are shown in781

Figure 15.782
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Figure 15. Background-subtracted spectrum and 1σ sky
model contours from the complete flight simulation, similar
to Figure 7. Fitting for an energy shift gives ∆E = −0.2 ±
2.2 keV. Fitting for line shift and broadening gives ∆E = 1.5
± 1.7 keV and an intrinsic sky broadening < 13.7 keV (2σ
upper limit).

5.3. Simulations with different template maps783

We repeat the analysis of Sect. 5.2 using the SPI784

1.8MeV, COMPTEL 1.8MeV, and ROSAT 0.25 keV785

images as template maps. Comparing the results across786

multiple template maps is both a check of the flight data787

measurement and a check of the consistency of our anal-788

ysis pipeline.789

Table 6 shows the signal significance, measured 26Al790

Inner Galaxy flux, true 26Al Inner Galaxy flux in the791

template map, and the best-fit α and β averaged over 50792

independent realizations of flight simulations per tem-793

plate map. We find that the DIRBE, SPI, and COMP-794

TEL template maps return Inner Galaxy fluxes consis-795

tent within two standard deviations of the true expected796

values. The ROSAT map, which is not a tracer of 26Al797

given its dearth of emission in the Inner Galaxy, yields798

a flux measurement nearly consistent with zero as ex-799

pected. This is affirmation of the null hypothesis: the800

likelihood that COSI’s signal region emission is traced801

by the ROSAT map is accounted for entirely by the802

background model (α ≈ 0, β > 0).803

The analysis pipeline underestimates the 26Al flux in804

the Inner Galaxy of each template map by about a fac-805

tor of 1.5. This is probably due to the fact that the high806

latitude emission in the template maps is significantly807

different from zero. The background model then absorbs808

some portion (10–30%) of the total flux outside the In-809

ner Galaxy. In addition to the absolute effective area810

calibration, this value can be considered a systematic811

uncertainty in our method’s definition of all emission812

outside of the Inner Galaxy as background (see Sect.6.2813

for further discussion). A better description of the 26Al814

sky is necessary to constrain high-latitude emission and815

the resulting uncertainty.816

5.4. Increasing the signal817

To assess the validity of our simulation, we con-818

duct additional iterations of the analysis outlined above819

by simulating different flux levels above the simulated820

background. To obtain an objective measure that our821

method works, we increase the flux in our simulations822

while keeping the background level constant. That is, we823

pick at random n out of 50 sky simulations and perform824

the same analysis as above to benchmark the simulation825

results against expectations.826

For each case, we run 25 realizations by randomly se-827

lecting n out of 50 simulations. The background in each828

case is the simulated instrumental activation and pho-829

tonic background described in Sect. 5.2. Figure 16 shows830

the estimated significance against the estimated flux for831

the DIRBE, SPI, and COMPTEL maps. We find the832

expected square-root-like behavior of increasing flux or,833

equivalently, exposure time.834

As expected, using the ROSAT map as a template of835

26Al emission did not yield estimates of significant pos-836

itive excess above the background. This is further val-837

idation of the pipeline because the ROSAT map shows838

strong emission only at high latitudes.839
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Figure 16. Significance vs. estimated Inner Galaxy flux for
simulated data sets containing n DIRBE, SPI, and COMP-
TEL simulations of the flight combined with activation and
photonic background simulations. The analysis was per-
formed 25 times per n simulations, indicating the scatter
of different realizations.
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Template map Significance Measured IG flux Map IG flux Sky amplitude BG amplitude

[σ] [10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 ] [10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 ] α β

DIRBE 240µm 2.8 ± 0.5 2.5 ± 0.4 3.3 0.7 ± 0.1 28.7 ± 0.1

SPI 1.8MeV 2.8 ± 0.4 1.9 ± 0.3 2.7 0.8 ± 0.1 28.8 ± 0.1

COMPTEL 1.8MeV 3.2 ± 0.5 2.5 ± 0.4 3.3 0.9 ± 0.1 28.8 ± 0.1

ROSAT 0.25 keV — 0.2 ± 0.1 0.3 0.3 ± 0.1 28.7 ± 0.1

Table 6. Mean significance above background, measured 26Al Inner Galaxy (IG) flux, true simulated 26Al IG flux, sky amplitude
α, and background amplitude β over 50 independent complete flight simulations of each tested map (Sect. 5.3).

5.5. Background-only simulations840

Finally, we repeat the analysis on simulated data sets841

devoid of any sky signal. In this way, we obtain a distri-842

bution of test statistic (TS) values that follows a χ2-843

distribution with one degree of freedom, i.e. α = 0844

versus α ̸= 0 (Wilks’ theorem, Wilks 1938). We fit845

the background region spectrum from the flight data846

(Sect. 3.2) 1000 times. In each iteration, we define the847

signal region spectrum as a Poisson sample of the flight848

data background model defined by the fit parameters849

describing the background spectrum.850

Figure 17 demonstrates that the TS indeed follows851

a χ2
1-distribution. The 3.7σ (equivalent to p value852

= 0.00022) measurement from the real flight analysis853

clearly exceeds the significance returned by 1000 as-854

sumptions of the null hypothesis. Thus, we verify that855

the TS calculated in our analysis method is a reliable856

proxy of the likelihood that the flight data d are de-857

scribed by our model description m.858
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Figure 17. Distribution of the test statistic (TS) from 1000
simulated data sets. The signal in each is defined as a Poisson
realization of the fitted background model from flight data.

6. DISCUSSION859

6.1. Comparison to previous measurements860

Depending on the template map used, we find an 26Al861

flux in the Inner Galaxy between 4.7×10−4 ph cm−2 s−1
862

and 11.1 × 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1. Our measured flux is863

consistent with previous measurements from SPI and864

COMPTEL of 2.8–3.3×10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 within 2σ un-865

certainties. We find a line centroid of 1811.2 ± 1.8 keV866

using the DIRBE, SPI, and COMPTEL template maps.867

This is consistent with previous measurements and in868

particular with the laboratory energy of 1808.7 keV869

within 2σ uncertainties. While SPI measured a Doppler870

shift of 1809.02± 0.04 keV in the Inner Galaxy (Siegert871

2017), the systematic uncertainties in these measure-872

ments due to calibration, detector degradation, and line873

shape are about one order of magnitude larger than the874

statistical uncertainties. We repeat the COSI flight anal-875

ysis in Sect. 4.2 with the line shift fixed to 0.3 keV (to876

the SPI centroid of 1809.02±0.04 keV). This gives an In-877

ner Galaxy flux of (9.9±2.8)×10−4 ph cm−2 s−1, which878

is fully consistent with the results when the line shift is879

left as a free parameter. Overall, the absolute line shift880

in the Inner Galaxy is difficult to model because individ-881

ual stellar groups, the large-scale Galactic rotation, and882

preferential streaming directed along Galactic rotation883

(Kretschmer et al. 2013) all contribute to the total line884

shift.885

Our line width places a 2σ upper limit on the tur-886

bulent motion of 26Al ejecta in the Inner Galaxy of887

≲ 2800 km s−1. Accounting for the large scale motion888

as measured in Kretschmer et al. (2013), the intrinsic889

velocity broadening is limited to ≲ 2400 km s−1. This890

is about one order of magnitude greater than the ex-891

pected turbulent motion of the hot gas in the ISM,892

where a line width of 1 keV corresponds to a velocity of893

122 km s−1 (Diehl et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2009). In 1996,894

the balloon-borne Gamma Ray Imaging Spectrometer895

(GRIS) also reported a wide intrinsic sky broadening of896

5.4+1.4
−1.3 keV and a velocity > 450 km s−1, which exceeds897

expectations from motion of hot gas in the ISM (Naya898

et al. 1996). The difficulty of measuring the broadening899

precisely is clear, despite the excellent energy resolution900

of germanium detectors. Adding an instrumental res-901

olution of ∼ 3 keV at 1809 keV in quadrature with an902

intrinsic sky broadening of 1 keV, for example, gives a903

measured line width of ∼ 3.2 keV. The measured width904

in this toy example is only ∼ 7% larger than the instru-905
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mental resolution, even though the intrinsic sky broad-906

ening is 33% as wide as the instrumental resolution.907

A measurement of the Galaxy-wide Doppler broaden-908

ing of the 1.8MeV emission also remains an open issue909

because measuring the broadening, rather than the shift,910

requires considerably longer integration times. Detec-911

tors degrade over these long integration times, chang-912

ing the instrumental line response and complicating the913

analysis. However, as a satellite mission, COSI-SMEX’s914

enhanced line sensitivity of 1.7 × 10−6 ph cm−2 s−1 at915

1809 keV (3σ over 24-month survey, Tomsick et al. 2019)916

compared to INTEGRAL/SPI may expedite a Doppler917

broadening measurement of the 26Al line. Additionally,918

the satellite’s improved angular resolution of 1.5◦ (Tom-919

sick et al. 2019) has potential to advance explorations920

of 26Al dynamics (Krause et al. 2015; Fujimoto et al.921

2020) and those of recently created elements (Forbes922

et al. 2021).923

6.2. Systematic uncertainties924

The 26Al flux value measured in the COSI 2016 flight925

is approximately two times greater than expected. This926

enhancement is similar to that seen in analyses of the927

511 keV positron annihilation line during the COSI flight928

(cf. Siegert et al. 2020; Kierans et al. 2020). Applying929

this systematic factor to the 26Al measurement gives930

an Inner Galaxy flux of (4.3± 1.3)× 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1,931

consistent with previous measurements from SPI and932

COMPTEL. Thus, we see a systematic uncertainty on933

the overall flux normalization ∼ 50%, probably owing to934

the absolute calibration of the effective area, indepen-935

dent of energy. This uncertainty may also be attributed936

to possible imperfections in the atmospheric model as-937

sumed by MEGAlib when simulating COSI’s spectral938

sky model at a minimum altitude of 33 km. Repeat-939

ing the flight data analysis under a variety of conditions940

(Sect. 4.3) also indicates a systematic uncertainty on the941

flux of ∼ 57%.942

Additional systematics arise from the analysis method943

itself. Our approach relies on the assumption that at944

high latitudes (|b| ≳ 45◦) and longitudes (|ℓ| ≳ 105◦),945

the sky is devoid of any 26Al signal. The template maps946

used for the signal, DIRBE 240µm, SPI 1.8MeV, and947

COMPTEL 1.8MeV, all show a non-zero contribution948

in these background regions. While we can estimate949

the flux contribution from regions like Orion, Perseus,950

Taurus, Carina, or Vela from previous studies to ac-951

count for at most 15% of the total 26Al emission (see,952

e.g., Bouchet et al. 2015; Siegert 2017; Pleintinger 2020),953

the emission at high latitudes is essentially unknown.954

The COMPTEL map shows nearly-homogeneous dif-955

fuse emission at these latitudes, which is likely resid-956

ual emission from the reconstruction algorithm. Like-957

wise, the SPI 1.8MeV image shows one particularly958

bright spot at (ℓ, b) = (226◦, 76◦), which is almost cer-959

tainly an artifact in the image reconstruction because960

no 26Al source is known at this position with a flux of961

5–9 × 10−5 ph cm−2 s−1 (Bouchet et al. 2015). Finally,962

because the DIRBE 240µm map performs well in a fit963

to raw γ-ray data from SPI and COMPTEL, it only964

traces, rather than shows directly, the true distribution965

of 26Al. We estimate the systematic uncertainties in966

the template map as 10–30%, given the DIRBE 240µm967

simulated flux of (2.5±0.4)×10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 (Table 6)968

compared to the true map flux of 3.3×10−4 ph cm−2 s−1.969

We perform an additional check of this systematic by970

modifying the DIRBE 240µm template image to con-971

tain zero flux outside of the 35◦-broadened Inner Galaxy972

(|ℓ| ≤ 65◦, |b| ≤ 45◦) and repeating the flight data anal-973

ysis. This artificial map, which contains 26Al only in974

the broadened signal region, yields an Inner Galaxy flux975

of (9.3 ± 2.7) × 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1. The enhanced flux976

confirms that defining unconstrained emission of 26Al977

at higher latitudes as background introduces systematic978

uncertainty. We also note that its consistency with the979

flight measurement of (8.6 ± 2.5) × 10−4 ph cm−2 s−1 is980

validation of the claim that COSI is sensitive to photons981

∼35◦ beyond the Inner Galaxy.982

This test may clarify the factor of ∼ 1.5 seen in Sect. 5983

and clearly illustrates the need to constrain this system-984

atic with a more detailed description of 26Al across the985

entire sky. With the more unique imaging response of986

compact Compton telescopes compared to that of coded-987

mask instruments like SPI (which are not optimized for988

observing shallow emission gradients or isotropic emis-989

sion), and better spectral resolution compared to NaI990

scintillators (COMPTEL), imaging high latitude emis-991

sion is an achievable goal for COSI-SMEX. Constrained992

high latitude emission will provide valuable insight to993

the open problem of the true 26Al morphology in the994

Milky Way (Pleintinger et al. 2019).995

7. SUMMARY996

We report a 3.7σ measurement of Galactic 26Al in the997

COSI 2016 balloon flight. The Inner Galaxy (|ℓ| ≤ 30◦,998

|b| ≤ 10◦) flux is estimated as (8.6 ± 2.5stat ± 4.9sys) ×999

10−4 ph cm−2 s−1. Within 2σ uncertainties, this value1000

is consistent with previous measurements by SPI and1001

COMPTEL. Systematic uncertainties seen in previous1002

COSI analyses of the 511 keV positron annihilation line1003

and those intrinsic to the assumption of no 26Al emis-1004

sion at high latitudes may account for the discrepancy.1005

We find a total line shift of 2.5 ± 1.8 keV, an intrinsic1006

line broadening of 9.7 keV (2σ upper limit), and limit1007
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the turbulent velocity of 26Al ejecta to ∼ 2800 km s−1
1008

(2σ upper limit). Extensive simulations of the flight1009

with several template maps affirm the consistency of1010

the analysis pipeline with expectations. Overall, the1011

framework behaves as expected and returns a 3.7σ mea-1012

surement above background, consistent with previous1013

measurements within ∼2σ uncertainties.1014

The COSI 2016 balloon flight’s measurement of 26Al is1015

key proof-of-concept for future studies of nucleosynthe-1016

sis. Its high-purity germanium detectors have excellent1017

energy resolution ideal for γ-ray spectroscopy. Single-1018

photon reconstruction and the unique imaging response1019

of Compton telescopes are valuable assets to imaging1020

studies. Advancing this technology to a satellite plat-1021

form (COSI-SMEX) will strengthen the 26Al balloon1022

measurement and probe unsolved questions about its1023

origin, distribution, dynamics, and influence on the early1024

Solar System. Preserving the advantages of germanium1025

Compton telescopes as demonstrated in the balloon iter-1026

ation, moving to low-Earth orbit presents a much more1027

favorable background environment than the dominant1028

atmospheric background and atmospheric attenuation1029

seen in balloon missions (Cumani et al. 2019). These1030

preferred background conditions and an additional layer1031

of four germanium detectors will increase the effective1032

area, thereby enhancing the observational capabilities of1033

the satellite platform. Thus, the next generation of MeV1034

satellite missions, particularly Compton telescopes like1035

COSI-SMEX, has potential to bring the MeV regime of1036

γ-ray astrophysics into a new era of improved sensitivity1037

and scientific understanding.1038
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APPENDIX1048

A. ADDITIONAL MATERIALS1049

In TableA.1 we list the parameters returned by an empirical fit of a power-law plus three Gaussian-shaped lines to1050

the background region of the flight data (Figure 5). In TableA.2 we list the parameters of the simulated background1051

spectrum, also fit with a power-law plus three Gaussian-shaped lines. The simulated spectrum is shown in FigureA.1.1052

C0 γ A1 E1 σ1 A2 E2 σ2 A3 E3 σ3

Value 2.32 -5.8 2.0 1763.8 3.8 5.2 1779.2 7.1 6.6 1808.0 6.6

Uncertainty 0.03 0.3 0.7 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.6 1.2 0.6 1.0 0.5

Table A.1. Fit parameters of a power law plus three Gaussian fit to the flight data in the background region with minimal
event selections (Figure 5). Units: [C0] = 10−3 cnts s−1 keV−1, [Al] = 10−3 cnts s−1, [El] = [σl] = keV.

C0 γ A1 E1 σ1 A2 E2 σ2 A3 E3 σ3

Value 2.69 -3.7 3.2 1778.4 2.4 2.7 1784.1 6.7 0.6 1808.5 2.0

Uncertainty 0.01 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.4 1.2 0.8 0.1 0.3 0.5

Table A.2. Fit parameters of a power law plus three Gaussian fit to the simulated data in the background region with minimal
event selections (FigureA.1). Units: [C0] = 10−3 cnts s−1 keV−1, [Al] = 10−3 cnts s−1, [El] = [σl] = keV.

B. OPTIMIZATION OF COMPTON SCATTERING ANGLE ϕ1053

To preferentially select 26Al events over the abundant background events in both the signal and background regions,1054

we employ a scanning procedure over the Compton scattering angle ϕ to identify an ideal range of allowed ϕ-values in1055

the signal and background spectra. Identifying the maximum value also informs selection of the pointing cuts listed in1056

Table 1 which define the signal and background regions. This ϕmax effectively broadens the region of the sky included1057

in each pointing cut because photons recorded in each region may originate up to ϕmax outside of that region. The1058
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Figure A.1. Power law plus three Gaussian empirical fit to the instrumental activation and photonic background simulations
with minimal event selections, similar to Figure 5. The parameters of the fit are listed in TableA.2.

signal region (the Inner Galaxy) is broadened by ϕmax to (|ℓ| ≤ 30◦+ϕmax, |b| ≤ 10◦+ϕmax). To avoid overlap between1059

the signal and background regions, the latter is defined such that the extent of its ϕmax-broadened border encloses1060

everywhere outside of the broadened signal region. Identifying the ideal minimum and maximum ϕ is discussed in this1061

section.1062

Simulated 26Al events define the signal data set for this optimization procedure. The signal is generated via an1063

all-sky simulation of COSI’s response over the 2016 flight to 26Al events traced by the DIRBE 240µm map. The1064

simulation is run for both the 10- and 9-detector flight configurations of the instrument. The background data set for1065

this procedure is simulated as atmospheric background photons on 2016 June 12 (Ling 1975). On this day, COSI’s1066

altitude remained fairly stable near its nominal flight altitude of 33 km and it had nine active detectors. The high1067

altitude on this day represents the best-case observing conditions for COSI in terms of mitigating the effects of Earth1068

albedo and atmospheric absorption. We use simulations for this optimization procedure rather than real data because1069

the latter are subject to uncertainties and are always background-dominated, which prevents a clean comparison of1070

Compton scattering cuts on the 26Al versus background photons.1071

The simulated photons are binned into one time bin spanning the flight time in their respective configurations (101072

detectors: 2016 May 17 to 2016 June 5, 9 detectors: 2016 June 6 to 2016 July 2). To focus on the energy band1073

of interest for 26Al, only events with incident energy between 1803 and 1817 keV are analyzed. We seek the range1074

of allowed Compton scattering angles which rejects more background than celestial 26Al events. A histogram of ϕ-1075

values reveals that for both the 26Al and background simulations, the large majority of events have ϕ less than 60◦1076

(FigureB.1). Also visible in FigureB.1, which includes events with two or more interactions, is a sharp drop in events1077

after ∼15◦. This drop is expected because the event reconstruction algorithm cannot deduce the order of interactions1078

in many 2-site events. This means that the incident photon has two possible flight directions; these events are rejected1079

from the analysis (Zoglauer 2005). When combined with events of greater than two interactions, we see the effect in1080

both the simulated and real flight data.1081

The background events appear more forward-scattered than the 26Al events, despite the fact that the energy ranges1082

in both are identically set to 1803–1817 keV. A plausible explanation for this discrepancy might be that a higher1083

energy (background) photon, e.g. 5MeV, could deposit only 1.8MeV as it traverses the detector volume. It then could1084

escape detection without a final photo-absorption, carrying the remaining 3.2MeV and leaving behind a false 1.8MeV1085

signature. The hypothetical photon, with true energy greater than that recorded by COSI, would Compton scatter at1086

smaller angles and skew the distribution to smaller values than those seen in true 26Al events. We therefore examine1087

the impact of changing the minimum and maximum allowable values of ϕ on the 26Al and background events.1088

We recognize that a maximum Compton scatter angle cut of 60◦ yields the greatest overall number of 26Al events1089

simply because it permits the broadest possible range of allowed ϕ values. However, allowing events from the signal1090

region with such a high maximum ϕ effectively expands the signal region to occupy a significant portion of the total sky.1091

This leaves less space available for the remaining background region, resulting in fewer background events available1092
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Figure B.1. Left: Distributions of Compton scattering angles from simulated 26Al and background photons with incident
energies 1803–1817 keV. The 26Al simulations are shown for both the 9- and 10-detector portions of the COSI 2016 flight. Right:
Compton scattering angles from real flight data (1803–1817 keV; 10 detectors).

to populate a robust background spectral template. A well-determined background is important for minimizing1093

uncertainties in later stages of the analysis.1094

Thus, for a more complete visualization of the impact of ϕ cuts on the 26Al and background simulations, we optimize1095

the lower and upper boundaries of ϕ simultaneously. We probe every acceptable range of ϕ defined by minimum and1096

maximum values each spanning 0–60◦. FigureB.2 shows the percentage of events that pass a cut allowing values of1097

ϕ between the minimum and maximum values. The loosest cut of 0–60◦ accepts the most events, as expected, and1098

the tendency of background events to undergo Compton scattering at smaller ϕ is evident in the enhanced presence of1099

background counts towards smaller scattering angles.1100
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Figure B.2. Compton scattering angle optimization procedure. The color scale indicates the percentage of events (left: Ling
model background, right: 26Al signal) that pass a cut allowing values of ϕ between the minimum (x -axis) and maximum (y-
axis) limits, respectively. The maximum acceptance is seen with the broadest possible cut of 0◦ to 60◦. The increased forward
scattering of background events (left) relative to the 26Al events (right) is evident in the enhanced presence of background
counts towards smaller scattering angles.

As a gauge of signal-to-background significance, the raw numbers of events used to calculate the percentages in1101

FigureB.2 are scaled to match the 26Al and background simulations in flux. The full-sky DIRBE map flux used in the1102
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Figure B.3. Estimated significance (signal /
√
background) as a function of cuts in ϕ defined by the minimum and maximum

values indicated on the axes. A ϕmin of ∼ 12◦ and a ϕmax = 60◦ yields the greatest S/
√
B ∼ 2.6. In order to obtain suitable

statistics for the background region without overlapping the signal region, we use a maximum Compton scattering angle of 35◦.

simulations is 1.1× 10−3 ph cm−2 s−1 and the most recent value from the literature is 1.7–1.8× 10−3 ph cm−2 s−1, so1103

the 26Al counts are scaled up by a factor of 1.6.1104

The results of this signal-to-background optimization procedure are shown in FigureB.3. The significance is maxi-1105

mized at ϕmin = 12◦ and ϕmax = 60◦ with a value of S/
√
B ∼ 2.6. The maximum of 60◦ is always preferred because1106

it yields the greatest number of 26Al events, as explained above. Setting the minimum to 10◦ rejects the domain of1107

approximately 6◦ to 10◦, where the fraction of background dominates that of 26Al events.1108

In choosing our final optimal ϕ cut we consider that we require sufficient statistics in the background region to obtain1109

a robust background spectrum. We finally choose to allow events with ϕ ∈ [10◦, 35◦]. The minimum of 10◦ accepts1110

more 26Al events than a minimum of 12◦ while still removing the background-heavy range of 6◦ to 10◦. The maximum1111

of 35◦, although quite restrictive, allows for a broader background region of the sky and, as shown in Figure B.3, yields1112

an acceptable balance of 26Al to background. If a better standalone description of the instrumental background were1113

available, the maximum Compton scattering angle could be relaxed to its optimum value, and the expected significance1114

of the of 26Al would be enhanced by ∼ 20%.1115

In AppendixC, we detail our efforts to build a more complete background model including atmospheric photons as1116

well as activation from the instrument itself. We show that although the levels and continuum shape of the background1117

can be matched to some extent, the instrumental background lines in this energy range are difficult to model precisely.1118

C. INSTRUMENTAL ACTIVATION AND ATMOSPHERIC BACKGROUND SIMULATIONS1119

C.1. Activation Simulations1120

When cosmic rays and atmospheric particles strike the materials comprising and surrounding the COSI instrument,1121

they have the potential to excite the nuclei in the materials to unstable states, which then de-excite and emit γ-rays.1122

These γ-rays can infiltrate the detectors and act as background to γ-rays from astrophysical sources of interest. Hence,1123

it is important to simulate the γ-rays from activation in order to understand the instrumental background in the data1124

set.1125

Activation simulations of various cosmic ray and atmospheric particles are performed in MEGAlib in three steps. The1126

dominant particle types are protons p, neutrons n, and α-particles. Emission from other particles, including muons,1127

electrons, and positrons, was found to constitute a much smaller fraction of the background (∼0.1%) in previous1128

activation simulations (Kierans 2018). The first step (1) simulates the initial particles generated in the bombardment.1129

Prompt emission from these particles, meaning emission from excitations that decay on a timescale less than the1130
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Figure C.1. Spectra of delayed emission from instrumental activation due to protons, neutrons, and α-particles. The summed
contribution of all components is shown in red. All Compton events between 1750–1850 keV with Compton scattering angle
between 0–90◦ are included.

detector timing resolution of 5µs, and a list of all produced isotopes are stored. This list of isotopes is the input1131

to step (2) of the simulations, which calculates the activation of each isotope after a specified irradiation time. The1132

final step (3) of the activation simulations yields the delayed emission from the decays and de-excitations of extended1133

irradiation encoded in step (2).1134

Step (1) of each particle type was performed by Kierans (2018). For the purposes of this article, an irradiation1135

time of 23 days is chosen for step (2) of the simulations to examine activation halfway through the COSI 2016 flight.1136

Step (3) is run for 46 days in order to approximate the full activation background over the COSI 2016 flight. Of1137

particular relevance to this work are the activation lines in the 1750–1850 keV energy regime, given the desire to1138

model background photopeaks near the signature 26Al emission at 1809 keV. The simulations are conducted with a1139

12-detector mass model in order to account for all material in the COSI instrument.1140

Spectra of the delayed emission, step (3), from each of the dominant particles are shown in FigureC.1. Only limited1141

event selections are applied to the data: we show Compton events from all times between 1750–1850 keV with Compton1142

scattering angles from 0–90◦, no minimum distance between subsequent interactions, no Earth Horizon cut, and no1143

pointing cut on the sky. Additional cuts are used in the analysis to further restrict the events in this “initial” data set1144

to, for example, the signal and background regions (Sect. 2.2).1145

FigureC.1 shows that the protons constitute the large majority of activation background in the COSI 2016 flight.1146

The general shape of the activation spectra largely follows that seen in the spectrum of the background region flight1147

data with minimal event selections (Figure 5). The peaks at ∼1779 keV and ∼1809 keV are easily identifiable and their1148

likely origins are documented in the literature as captures on 27Al (see Sect. 3.2). The total count rates of both peaks,1149

summed over particle type, are ∼ 3.0 × 10−3 cnts keV−1 s−1 and ∼ 2.1 × 10−3 cnts keV−1 s−1, comparable to those1150

seen in Figure 5 within an order of magnitude.1151

Notably absent from the activation spectra is the peak near 1764 keV seen in Figure 5 from the real flight background.1152

The literature widely attributes this line to the decay of 238U in instrument materials, and because this is a natural1153

decay rather than a signature of de-excitation after activation of instrument materials, its absence from the instrumental1154

activation simulation might be expected. However, the true origin of this line in the real flight background remains1155

uncertain. Hence we employ an empirical description of the flight background which accounts for this line regardless1156

of origin.1157
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C.2. Atmospheric Simulations1158

Atmospheric γ-rays pose an enormous problem for balloon-borne instruments. Susceptible to the glow of γ-rays1159

from the Earth’s atmosphere below the floating instrument, balloon-borne experiments must develop robust methods1160

of rejecting atmospheric background. Many instruments, including COSI, adopt anti-coincidence shielding to reject1161

events emanating from below the gondola that are coincident with events in the germanium detectors. COSI also1162

uses an “Earth Horizon Cut” that rejects events incident greater than 90◦ from the instrument’s zenith, which is1163

always pointed upward. However, these methods do not guarantee complete background rejection (e.g. small physical1164

gaps between anti-coincidence shielding) and modeling of the atmospheric background is necessary to understand the1165

contamination of flight data by atmospheric background.1166

The atmospheric γ-ray background model by Ling (1975) presents a description of the 0.3–10MeV energy range at1167

geomagnetic latitude λ = 40◦. It derives an isotropic, semi-empirical source function which models the production1168

of γ-ray continuum and lines per unit air mass. The continuum is produced largely by bremsstrahlung of primary1169

and secondary cosmic-ray electrons, neutral pion decays, and the scattering of incident photons to lower energies.1170

The dominant discrete contribution is a strong 511 keV electron-positron annihilation line. Other line components1171

resulting from particle captures and subsequent decays, for example, are also possible. The intensity of photons with1172

incident energy E′ and incident angle θ (measured from zenith) seen by a detector at atmospheric depth h [g cm−2],1173

as measured from the top of the atmosphere, is given by1174

dF (E′, h)

dΩ
=

(∫
r

S(E′, x)ρ(x)exp
[
−
∫ r

0

µ(E′)ρ(r)dr
] dr
4π

+
dFc(E

′)

dΩ
exp

[
−

∫ ∞

0

µ(E′)ρ(r)dr
])

ph cm−2 s−1 sr−1 MeV−1, (C1)

where ρ(x) is the air density for depth x and µ(E′) is the mass absorption coefficient. While Ling (1975) provides1175

expressions for the source functions S(E′, x) for both the continuum and line contributions, in this work we adopt a1176

description of air density and mass absorption coefficient µ(E′) given by Picone et al. (2002). We choose one day of1177

the 2016 flight to represent the atmospheric conditions over the entire flight because background model simulations are1178

computationally intensive. Given that the focus of this analysis is 26Al from the Inner Galaxy, a day with maximum1179

exposure of the Galactic Plane, corresponding to negative Earth latitudes, is chosen. The following flight conditions1180

corresponding to 2016 May 22 00:00:00 UTC are fed to the NRLMSISE-00 atmospheric model (Center 2021): flight1181

altitude = 33.6 km, latitude = −56.2◦, longitude = 161◦. The model returns the densities of atmospheric atomic and1182

molecular oxygen and nitrogen, as well as helium, argon, and hydrogen in units of cm−3, the total mass density in1183

g cm−3, and the atmospheric temperature in Kelvin for heights of 0–100 km.1184

The background model simulation runs in MEGAlib, using the above atmospheric quantities and an orientation file1185

as inputs. The balloon orientations are required so that COSI is pointed to the correct Galactic coordinates which1186

mimic the entire 2016 flight. Five quantities define the orientation: time, the longitude and latitude of COSI’s x -axis,1187

and the longitude and latitude of COSI’s z -axis. Here, the z -axis defines the instrument’s optical axis (zenith = 0),1188

and the x -axis defines its azimuthal rotation.1189

Given the orientations for the complete COSI 2016 flight, with all pointings weighted by exposure time, and the1190

NRLMSISE-00 atmospheric conditions from 2016 May 22, we run the simulation and process it using 10- and 9-1191

detector mass models. Concatenating the 10- and 9-detector Ling model simulation thus yielded a representation of1192

atmospheric background over the COSI 2016 flight.1193
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